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WORLD’S FIRST TELEKINESIS APP FOR GOOGLE
GLASS LAUNCHED THAT COULD HELP DISABLED
USERS
•
•

•
•
•

World’s first telekinetic Google Glass app, aimed at a specialist audience, unveiled today
MindRDR, a new application, which bridges Google Glass and Neurosky EEG biosensor,
allows users to take photos and share them on Twitter and Facebook using brainwaves
to navigate the user interface.
Professor Stephen Hawking interested in application’s ongoing development
Free application, released today on GitHub as open-source, is now available for users to
upload to their device
Watch the video to see MindRDR in action (password: thisplace1)

The world’s first Google Glass application that enables people to control the wearable device
using their mind has been launched today. Developed by London-based user experience
company This Place, MindRDR is a new free open source application which bridges the
Neurosky EEG biosensor and Google Glass. It allows users to take photos and share them
on Twitter and Facebook by simply using brainwaves alone. Future applications for the
technology include enabling people with conditions like locked-in syndrome, severe multiple
sclerosis or quadriplegia to interact with the wider world through wearable technology like
Google Glass
MindRDR enables the Neurosky EEG biosensor – which measures brainwaves to translate
brain activity into action – to communicate with Google Glass directly. This allows users to
control actions on the device by simply concentrating and relaxing.
MindRDR, which took over 1,000 hours of development time, presents Google Glass
wearers with visual feedback throughout the process to demonstrate how close they are to
taking a picture, and then share it to social media channels.
Dusan Hamlin, founder and CEO of This Place, says: ““Google Glass is one of the world’s
most recognisable and popular pieces of wearable technology, but after getting our hands
on it, we saw huge potential to incorporate EEG technology so it benefits the wider society.
For example, MindRDR could enable those with locked-in syndrome, severe multiple
sclerosis or quadriplegia the opportunity to interact with the wider world using Google Glass,
as currently users either have to touch it or use voice commands, which are restrictive for

those with certain disabilities. All we could think was: how can we make the user’s
experience even better? We wanted to realise the true potential of Glass by allowing users
to control it with their minds.”
MindRDR’s visual feedback is represented by a horizontal line that sits in the middle of the
screen, which moves closer to the top of the screen the more users concentrate. The more
they relax the further down the screen the line goes. Once the line reaches the top of the
screen, Google Glass takes the photo. At the next screen users either concentrate to move
the line to the top of the screen and share it, or relax to move the line to the bottom to
discard the image and take another photo.
Chloe Kirton, creative director at This Place, says: “While MindRDR’s current capabilities are
limited to taking and sharing an image, the possibilities of Google Glass telekinesis are vast.
In the future, MindRDR could give those with conditions like locked-in syndrome, severe
multiple sclerosis or quadriplegia the opportunity to interact with the wider world through
wearable technology like Google Glass. This Place is already in conversations with
Professor Stephen Hawking, amongst others, about the possibilities MindRDR could bring
as the product evolves.”
Dusan Hamlin continues: “As a user experience company we’re constantly improving the
way people interact with technology. Imagine a world where you can interact with wearable
devices just by thinking about the content you want. That’s the world we’re building, and
we’re just getting started.
“To help kick-start this revolution we’ve open sourced our MindRDR software. From today,
we’re letting developers across the world to build on MindRDR so everyone can contribute to
this incredibly exciting field.”
To receive the free app, please visit the MindRDR GitHub page
– ENDS –
Notes to editors:
Video
To see it in action: http://vimeo.com/99915694

Website:
To read more, please visit the website: http://mindrdr.thisplace.com
Device tests for media are available in the UK upon request.
For more information on MindRDR or This Place, please contact:
Richard Bell – t: 020 7544 3758, m: 07805 568395, e: Richard.Bell@mcsaatchi.com
Anastasia Alden – t: 0203 617 6528, e: Anastasia.Alden@mcsaatchi.com
Pricing
A complete Google Glass Telekinesis kit can be purchased for £1,071:
• MindRDR: £0
• Google Glass: £1,000
• Neurosky Mindwave Mobile: €89 (£71)
About This Place
This Place is a design studio leading the way in creating smarter digital services on web,
mobile, tablet and wearable devices. In addition to client work, the team also dedicates their
time to working on commercially viable digital innovation projects.
The company specialises in user experience design, which is the process of making digital
services easier and more enjoyable to use. This Place also creates ‘optimal profitability’
interfaces for high transaction destinations across web, mobile and tablet, and is the
preferred partner to major global brands such as The Delhaize Group.
CEO Dusan Hamlin, has spent his entire career driving digital innovation projects that focus
on return on investment, he has worked with industry leading brands such as Adidas,
Reebok, Phillips CE and Amazon. Dusan is the founder of Europe’s first full service Mobile
Innovations Company, Inside Mobile (Now M&C Saatchi Mobile), a business that was
successfully integrated into the M&C Saatchi network in 2010. In Dec 2012, Dusan left M&C
Saatchi Mobile to start This Place.

